46  PROCEDURE IN THE EARLY STAGE
and simple presents, pasts, and imperatives. Assuming
.a few weeks' accumulated vocabulary, a variation on the
procedure given above is illustrated in a lesson like the
following :—
(a) Testing of sentences or sounds memorized,
(£) Revision   of  previous  acquirements  (e.g., the
present and past tenses with 'do', 'see',  and  'go')
leading on to the lesson of the day.
(c) Introduction of presents and pasts of * come *
.and " get'.    This can be done by—
(i) Simple verb drill in sentences, using the now
familiar pronouns.
I come to the window.
You come to the window.
He comes to the window, etc.
Grammatical drill of this kind is not to be omitted simply
"^because it appears to be mechanical. But the pupils
may be stopped short now and again to give the verna-
cular for one of the sentences (e.g., give vernacular for
4 She comes to the window J).
(ii) The pupils may now make up for themselves the
present tense of ' I get the chalk ', first individual pupils—
;a better and then a worse pupil—and then the group.
(iii) The same may be done with the simple past
(< I came ', ' I got', etc.).
The contrast between present and past forms can be
-carefully pointed out, and the single instance of the
final( s * (in third person singular) be noted or revised.
(The words "third person singular' need not, of
-course, be introduced to trouble the pupils, as technical
grammatical terms should not be taught unless they
^prove necessary. The terms * past' and ' present'
-should, however, be known because they are not
technical but common words of ordinary life.)
(iv) Question and answer practice will at once
test the pupils* comprehension of the lesson, and further
practise them in rapid use of present and past, and
•of the question forms of present and past.
(v) Some blackboard work may accompany the
lesson, e.g., of one past and present sentence apiece for
•come {came) and get (got). This is a gradual introduc-
to ireadiig, and

